Title: Adventure Trip Leader

Job Code: OR7

Workgroup: Adventure

General Purpose of Position: Lead introductory adventure trips for the UMD community that minimize risk, minimize impact, maximize learning, and maximize enjoyment.

Responsibilities of the Position:
- Plan outdoor adventure trips of one to seven days in length
- Manage trip logistics including itineraries, trip equipment, shuttles, and meal planning
- Prepare participants for trips through pre-trip email communication and by facilitating pre-trip meetings
- Drive participants to and from trip locations in university provided transportation
- Teach technical outdoor skills and environmental ethics for minimizing impact to trip participants
- Manage risk, follow safety protocols, and enforce program policies while leading adventure trips
- Administer wilderness first aid and/or CPR if needed

Qualifications:
- Must be currently enrolled student at the University of Maryland, College Park
- Completion of HESI318T: Applied Contextual Leadership; Foundations and Applications of Adventure Leadership Instruction
- Successfully obtain Wilderness First Responder and CPR certifications (these certifications are provided by RecWell)
- Have a valid driver’s license with less than six points or be able to obtain a valid driver’s license within four months of employment
- Ability to work in an outdoor environment with varying conditions including heat, cold, and precipitation

Supervised by: Coordinator, Bike Shop & Adventure Trips

Starting Pay: $53.25/field day

Average Weekends per Semester Required for this Position: 4